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ABSTRACT

�e increasing use of ad blocking so�ware poses a major threat for

publishers in loss of online ad revenue, and for advertisers in the loss

of audience. Major publishers have adopted various anti-ad block-

ing strategies such as denial of access to website content and asking

users to subscribe to paid ad-free versions. However, publishers

are unsure about the true impact of these strategies [2, 3]. We posit

that the real problem lies in the measurement of effectiveness be-

cause the existing methods compare metrics a�er implementation

of such strategies with that of metrics just before implementation,

making them error prone due to sampling bias. �e errors arise

due to differences in group compositions across before and a�er

periods, as well as differences in time-period selection for the before

measurement. We propose a novel algorithmic method which mod-

ifies the difference-in-differences approach to address the sampling

bias due to differences in time-period selection. Unlike difference-

in-differences, we choose the time-period for comparison in an

endogenous manner, as well as, exploit differences in ad block-

ing tendencies among visitors’ arriving on the publisher’s site to

allow cluster specific choice of the control time-period. We evalu-

ate the method on both synthetic data (which we make available)

and proprietary real data from an online publisher and find good

support.
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1 INTRODUCTION

�e use of ad blocking so�ware grew by 41% globally from 2014

to 2015 [1]. In the US alone, ad revenue loss was estimated to

reach $20.3 B in 2016 [1]. While digital publishers find this trend

outright costly, it hurts newspapers as well since “A quarter of

advertising revenue comes from digital” [14]. As for advertisers,

this loss of audience towhich they communicatemessages is amajor

setback. �e increasing threat posed by visitors’ adoption of ad

blocking so�ware [1–4], has resulted in major publishers adopting

various anti-ad blocking strategies. �ese include denial of access

to website content, or, to subscribe to paid ad-free versions, or, to

opt for subscription with few ads [3, 4]. Claims of effectiveness [2]

and ineffectiveness [3] of anti-ad blocking strategies abound. Either

way, quantifying the true effectiveness of mitigation strategies is

a problem of great interest to publishers and advertisers alike. To

date, scant a�ention has been paid to ad blocking by the research

community (exceptions being [16–18]).

To appreciate the problem at hand it is instructive to view the

data we obtained from the publisher. �e data comprise ad blockers

subjected to anti-ad blocking strategy, which is the treatment group.

However, the data do not have a natural control group; that is, it

lacks ad blockers not subjected to anti-ad blocking because the

publisher implemented anti-ad blocking for all ad blockers. While

the prudence of site-wide implementation can be questioned, in

practice that has been the norm for many major publishers [2–4].

�e absence of a natural control group in the data precludes consid-

eration of existing statistical tools such as difference-in-differences

(DiD), or, the usual treatment vs. control group comparisons. It is

in the context of addressing the nascent ad blocking problem with

this type of data at hand, we propose a practicable method which

makes the following contributions. One, the method is ex post;

that is, true effects can be uncovered from past, observational data

without running new, costly experiments. Two, our novel approach

allows for the endogenous selection of the control time-period from

the available data. �is extends the DiD method in a new direc-

tion. �ree, it allows endogenous selection of clusters of visitors

along with the selection of the time-period within the DiD frame-

work, thereby recognizing heterogeneity in ad blocking tendencies

among visitors. Hence, we obtain a measure of true effectiveness

of the treatment by clusters of site visitors who vary in ad blocking

tendencies. Four, we show that to quantify the effect of anti-ad

blocking strategy the negative binomial regression model accounts

for over-dispersion in count metrics, be�er than commonly used

models such as linear and Poisson regressions.
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We demonstrate that true effectiveness is related to cluster char-

acteristics that underlie visitors’ ad blocking tendencies. �e real

data from the publisher is limited in scope since obtaining this kind

of sensitive data over a longer duration is very difficult, constrain-

ing our ability to do a direct evaluation. �us, we use an indirect

approach for evaluation, which is described in Section 4. Moreover,

we implement the method on a synthetic dataset which is made

available to researchers1.

�e rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 shows

the contribution with respect to the literature. Section 3 describes

our methodology for calculating the effectiveness of a strategy

and carry out visitor segmentation. In Section 4, we evaluate our

technique on two datasets. We conclude with section 5.

2 RELATED WORK

We are unaware of any academic work that specifically addresses

anti-ad blocking. We mention recent works adjacent to this area.

In [18] the authors address how users interact with ads by monitor-

ing HTTP requests of users on the network. Two other works [16,

17] study the prevalence of anti-ad blocking among the most vis-

ited websites on the internet (using their Alexa rankings [5]). None

of these offers a method to measure true effectiveness of anti-ad

blocking strategies. Our approach examines data based on site-

wide implementation of anti-ad blocking strategy, as commonly

observed, and does not ask publishers to run costly, new controlled

experiments. �e approach uncovers ex post from the available

observed data, the true impact of strategies on desirable outcomes

such as pageviews, number of visitors, etc. On the methodological

side, the novelty lies in extending the DiD method [23], which

becomes necessary when obtaining data on a control group is not

possible.

For concreteness, consider that a publisher has implemented an

anti-ad blocking strategy, labeled the ‘treatment’ condition. Let t0
be the time of its implementation. �e publisher’s goal is to find

effectiveness of the treatment on outcome metrics. Conventional

wisdom and current practice suggest two types of comparison: (i)

compare the outcome metrics in the a�er period (t0, t+] with that

in the before (baseline) period [t , t0) ; and / or (ii) compare the out-

come metrics in the a�er period (t0, t+]with that of the most recent

past period of equivalent duration (baseline) period (t0 − t , t+ − t]

with t0 − t > 0. Call the period a�er the treatment as the ‘treatment

period’, and the baseline period as the ‘control period’. Note that

in the control period for both the above comparisons, the metrics

are generated by visitors not subjected to the treatment of anti-ad

blocking. We posit that both approaches are prone to errors in the

context of traffic coming to a website. First, the comparisons are

biased because the ceteris paribus condition does not hold across

the treatment and control periods, in the internet news cycle of fast

moving stories. Second, site visitors’ reactions to an intervention

such as anti-ad blocking are likely to be heterogeneous. Moreover,

different types of visitor may come to the website in different fre-

quencies and periodicities. A comparison across two exogenously

set fixed time periods fails to recognize these nuances and that

failure gives rise to sampling biases. A DiD approach overcomes

one kind of sampling bias arising out of the differences between the

1h�p://bit.ly/SyntheticDataAdblock

treatment population and the control population. However, DiD

assumes an exogenously determined control time-period and a nat-

ural control population. Our approach overcomes these sampling

biases by modifying the DiD approach.

In the problem we address, finding a competing publisher’s data

(which could be the equivalent of the control population in DiD) is

impossible for any publisher, besides other legal issues involved in

sharing that kind of data. Also noteworthy is that non-ad blockers

cannot be used as a control population because they fundamentally

differ from ad blockers with respect to the problem being researched.

�e confinement to one publisher’s dataset prompted us to innovate

an approach by statistically choosing from a prior time-period a

control group of ad blockers on whom anti-ad blocking was not

applied. �at control group has characteristics matching those of

the treatment group, which is ad-blockers subjected to the anti-ad

blocking strategy. For clustering, we borrow from the literature

on integration of behavioral targeting into contextual marketing

actions [1, 12]. For feature extraction, we find [6, 10, 21] helpful

as they demonstrate different internal session features and genre

sequences [15] to constitute the web behavior of a user. Also, we

leverage the list of features from clickstream data provided in [7].

In the next section we provide technical details.

3 METHODOLOGY

3.1 Examining Effectiveness

LetZ = treatment, or, the anti-ad blocking strategy implementation.

In the data only ad blockers are subjected to the treatment Z ; that

is, non ad-blockers are not subjected to Z . �e period immediately

a�er the implementation is referred as the treatment period. We use

the word “group” to reflect the group of ad blockers who visit the

site in the specified time period. We use treatment group (control

group) for ad blockers visiting the site in the treatment period

(control period).

Time series of metrics, treatment date (D)

Choose d1,d2 (number of days)

Pre treatment: [D − d1,D),

Post treatment: (D,D + d2]

Choose k, for control:

[D − 7k − d1,D − 7k) ∪

(D − 7k,D − 7k + d2]

Select the best k

using Wilcoxon Test

Negative Binomial regression

on pre treatment and cor-

responding control period

Output d1,d2,k of model with min AIC

Figure 1: Summary of Effectiveness algorithm
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3.1.1 Control Group Selection. �e first problem is to identify

the control group which provides an appropriate baseline so that

the effectiveness of treatment Z can be examined for an outcome

metric. For the control group, our goal is to observe the behavior

of ad blockers in a counter factual se�ing; that is, not subjected

to Z . Hence, we need the behavior of ad blockers as if the anti-ad

blocking strategy were not implemented, during the same time

period as that of anti-ad blocking. Since all ad blockers are exposed

to the treatment [18], for the choice of control group, we look for

similarity of behavior of ad blockers in the time periods prior to

the treatment. We emphasize that non-ad blockers cannot be used

as a control population because they fundamentally differ from ad

blockers with respect to the problem being researched.

While in the DiD estimation the treatment and control groups

are concurrent, we modify this estimation by finding control groups

in time periods prior to the treatment. Our model performs auto-

matic control group selection from among many candidate control

groups. �ese groups may vary by time periods over which to be

observed, making the time period endogenously determined. �e

control group and treatment group contain the same series of days

(e.g Sunday - Saturday). To ensure this, we choose time periods in

multiples of seven days going backward from the treatment (Fig-

ure 1). �e seven days reflect the natural weekly cycle. Readers’

arrival to the site varies across weekdays and weekends. We select

the best matching control group by measuring the web-behavioral

similarity of the ad blockers in the control groups with those of the

treatment group. �is is done by first determining the variables that

are relevant for matching control group and the treatment group.

�ese variables include: browser, first touch marketing channel,

page-name, referrer, types of article read, operating system, etc.

�en we compare the distribution of visitors on those variables.

�e Wilcoxon Test is used to choose the best match among the

candidate control groups [22]. �e control group selection is con-

ditioned upon the choice of clusters of visitors. In Section 3.2 we

elaborate on how the clustering is achieved in our method.

3.1.2 Modified DiD estimation. Having identified the control

group we propose estimating the effect using the modification

necessitated by recognising that the control group belongs to a

retrospective time period and not to the concurrent time period as

the treatment group. We need to choose two suitable durations of

time: immediately before and immediately a�er the intervention

of anti-ad blocking strategy. �en we apply durations of same

length to the control group. To control for effects of time of day

and weekend dummy variables are used.

�e regression thus becomes:
y =β0 + β1 ∗ timeperiod + β2 ∗ дrouptype+

β3 ∗ hourdummy1 + β4 ∗ hourdummy2+

β5 ∗weekend + β6 ∗ timeperiod ∗ дrouptype + error

(1)

where:

timeperiod =

{

1, observation in post-treatment period

0, observation in pre-treatment period

grouptype =

{

1, observation in treatment group

0, observation in control group

Although equation (1) uses a linear model, the approach captures

any generalized linear model with a suitable function of y on the le�

hand side. �emodel allows variation in site visitations within a day

as well as across weekdays and weekends through the self-evident

dummy control variables. �is recognizes the empirical evidence

that the KPIs of a website depends on the hour of day as well as

weekend/weekday. We find that the estimates of these dummy

variables are significant confirming our hypothesis. �e estimate

for our effect is shown as follows. �e first equation below finds the

difference within treatment group between post and pre-treatment

time periods. �e second equation below finds the difference within

control group between post and pre-treatment time periods. �e

third equation finds the difference between the first and second

equations to arrive at the desired effect.
(

ytr eatment,post
)

−
(

ytr eatment,pre
)

= (β0 + β1 + β2 + β6) − (β0 + β2) = (β1 + β6)
(2)

(

ycontrol,post

)

−
(

ycontrol,pre

)

= (β0 + β1) − (β0) = (β1)
(3)

�e true effectiveness is thus (2) − (3) = β6,

�e baseline, consistent with common industry practice, is given

by
[ (

ytr eatment,post
)

−
(

ytr eatment,pre
) ]

= (β1 + β6)

Depending upon signs of the parameters, estimates of the true

effect can be less than or greater than the baseline.

3.1.3 Model for the dependent variable. Generally, the KPIs of

interest to a publisher are count metrics such as page views, which

are observed to be over-dispersed (variance larger than mean).

Poisson distribution works well for count variables, but does not

account for over-dispersion. Negative binomial regression captures

over-dispersion (captures the variability in a quadratic fashion [9,

11]) and we empirically find that the negative binomial performs

be�er in terms of the fit statistics than the Poisson regression model

(using AIC, BIC, and Normal Q-Q plots). See results in Table 1. �e

negative binomial regression model is wri�en as [9]:

f (yi |xi ) =
Γ(yi + θ )

Γ(θ )yi !

(

θ

θ + µi

)θ (

µi

θ + µi

)yi

(4)

E(yi ) = µi and Var (yi ) = µi [1 +
1

θ
µi ]

= E(yi )[1 +
1

θ
E(yi )] > E(yi )

(5)

As shown, the above accounts for over-dispersion. �e above

model is the Gammamixture of Poisson rate, a.k.a., Gamma-Poisson

model. It can be obtained from the Poisson model by including

unobserved heterogeneity [9, 11] in the following manner:

E(yi ∨ εi ) = µiεi (6)

where εi is the error term distributed as Γ
(

1, 1
θ

)

.

3.2 Heterogeneity among visitors

Since ad blocking tendencies potentially reflect differences in behav-

ioral characteristics, we incorporate heterogeneity as follows. Our

premise is that the publisher has access to hit level data collected

through its site. �e hit level data are pre-processed in order to filter

crawlers and empty rows and later converted into a sessionized,

user level data. Since our model focuses on web users, mobile users

are omi�ed. �at said, the approach easily extends to mobile users.

�e steps in our method are described below:
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3.2.1 Feature Engineering. Apart from out-of-the-box fields pro-

vided in the data, we engineer the following features to capture

both behavioral as well as static features of a user’s web profile:

• Tags: Publisher websites contain a basic set of tags asso-

ciated with articles published. In our data, the publisher

defines 10 different tags; e.g., Culture, Technology. To cap-

ture tag based information for empty fields, meta-content

like URL, content title, page title, are parsed and mapped

with the existing tags. Extraction of content (tag) related

information leads to creation of features that allow the

model to capture the reading interests of a user. Some

features are listed below:

– Average time spent on a tag: For each browsing

session of a user we find the amount of time (in sec-

onds) spent by a user on a tag, normalized by the

number of times she visited a page with that tag.

– Bi-grams and tri-grams: To capture the user’s in-

terest in reading articles in sequence, we extracted

bi-grams and tri-grams from user sessions.

• Number of hits per visit: To capture user’s interaction

with the webpage, we capture number of hits recorded per

session.

• Browser/OS family: In order to capture variations due

to browser/OS preferences, we heuristically group the

browsers and OS into families. �e browser families com-

prise Explorer, Chrome, Firefox, Safari, Opera, Edge, Others

and the OS families are Linux, Windows and Mac-OS.

• Browser/OS versions: �eversion of the particular browser

or OS is also incorporated into the model. �e version is

an instrument for the technological savviness of the user

under the premise that more savvy users update to the

latest version. It helps the model uncover relation between

ad-blocking tendencies and technological savviness.

3.2.2 Feature Buckets. �e features are grouped into the follow-

ing buckets to capture different aspects of web profile.

• Loyalty: Loyalty of a user towards the website encapsu-

lates the features such as visit number, total time spent,

read five pages.

• Reading Interest: Features pertaining to the reading be-

havior of a user include frequency of visit on culture related

pages, average time spent on tech based articles, etc.

• Technology: Technological aspect of a user’s profile in-

cludes information about user’s Browser/OS version and

family, cookie, user-agent, JavaScript version etc.

• Geo-Segmentation: A user’s geographic location com-

prises country, region, city (Tier1, Tier2 etc.), language,

etc.

3.2.3 Unsupervised Clustering. �e above-mentioned feature

buckets are used as input to Unsupervised clustering. We used K-

means clustering [13] algorithm with Euclidean distance. Column

values are scaled to give equal importance to each of them (since

feature importance may vary for different publishers). �e stability

of clusters is assessed using silhoue�e scores [19]. �e normalized

silhoue�e scores presented in Figure 2, justify our selection of six
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Figure 2: Silhouette scores for different number of clusters

clusters. We note that K means and silhoue�e score generate ap-

propriate clusters for the size of our dataset. However, for very

large datasets we can use approximate methods such as Mini-batch

clustering [20] along with Calinski-Harabasz criterion [8] (which

scales linearly with data).

4 EVALUATION

�e evaluation is performed on two separate datasets. �e first

dataset is synthetic, but mirrors the statistical distributional char-

acteristics of the second, real life dataset, which is proprietary. �e

synthetic data allows us to validate the proof of concept. �en we

apply the method to the real life data to further validate the model

and present more insights relevant for the publisher. For reasons

of confidentiality about the publisher we cannot disclose the exact

date of implementation of its anti-ad blocking strategy.

4.1 Evaluation - Synthetic Data

We validate the negative binomial model for our over-dispersed

count data. �e comparison shown is against a linear model. Sep-

arately, a comparison with the Poisson model also supports our

thesis and is available upon request. Since the synthetic data are

also made available for the community the results can be repro-

duced for any of these models.

In Table 1 the models presented under Method 1 are a formal-

ization of the first conventional comparison, namely, compare the

outcome metrics in the period (t0, t+] with that of the baseline pe-

riod [t−, t0). Further we use control variables to account for time

of day and weekend effect, as applicable. Method 2 refers to the

comparison of the outcome metrics in the a�er period (t0, t+] for

the treatment group with that of the past endogenously selected

control group for a period of equivalent duration. Note that the

it is wrong to compare the overall goodness of fit measures AIC /

BIC across the methods because the baseline data for each method

are different from that of the other method. �e goodness of fit

comparisons are meaningful only within a method and across the

models.

4.2 Evaluation - Real Life Data

4.2.1 Model Free Evidence. To give readers a feel for the data

we start with model free evidence. Consider the metric PageViews

(defined as the number of pages viewed). Control 1 is our endoge-

nously chosen baseline. Control 2 is an industry practice in which

the control group is an equivalent duration as in the treatment
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Table 1: Regression Model Comparison for Synthetic Data

Page Views

Method1 Method2 Method3
linear neg. bin. linear neg. bin. linear neg. bin.

Intercept 828.19** 6.77** 1058.70** 7.09** 724.74** 6.60**
timeperiod 26.05 -0.03 NA NA 176.46** 0.30**
grouptype NA NA -110.24* -0.29** 14.58 -0.01
dummy 1 -550.93** -1.27** -719.02** -1.33** -479.87** -1.12**
dummy 2 -33.98 -0.07 -148.54* -0.22* 84.81** 0.10*
weekend -359.23** -0.83** NA NA -269.68** -0.54**
t:g2 NA NA NA NA -124.82* -0.23**
AIC 3382.04 3178.97 2086.59 2005.50 6642.84 6385.93
BIC 3402.93 3204.01 2101.43 2026.37 6676.23 6419.33
Significance codes: ∗ < 0.05, ∗∗ < 0.01

Time Spent Per Visit

Method1 Method2 Method3
linear neg. bin. linear neg. bin. linear neg. bin.
60515.43** 11.04** 73653.99** 11.23** 57826.54** 10.98**
-5827.46** -0.09* NA NA 14491.36** 0.26**
NA NA -16840.44** -0.30** 1748.02 0.00
-26873.14** -0.75** -30890.23** -0.65** -28182.26** -0.72**
15262.84** 0.21** 12903.21** 0.18** 14203.51** 0.20**
-29235.29** -0.73** NA NA -23179.06** -0.53**
NA NA NA NA -18588.47** -0.30**
5244.71 5194.48 3102.66 3117.91 10432.35 10395.97
5265.59 5219.53 3117.51 3138.78 10465.74 10553.54
Significance codes: ∗ < 0.05, ∗∗ < 0.01
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Figure 3: Real Life Data - Aggregate Statistics for Adblockers

group, but selected from the most recent preceding time. Control 3

represents another practice whereby multiple equivalent duration

are selected going back in time and then averaged. From Figure (3)

we find that in the treatment period, both conventional comparisons

- within treatment group, across time period; and within timepe-

riod=1 across treatment and control 2 as well as control 3 - show

a decrease in PageViews; although the decrease is modest. Our

endogenous choice of control group (control 1) baseline confirms

that; however, the extent of the decrease is much greater due to anti-

ad blocking as seen by within timeperiod=1 across treatment and

control 1. Hence, the finding should concern the publisher much

more than if it were to use the conventional comparison. Now con-

sidering another metric, TimeSpentDuringVisit, the comparison

within treatment group across time shows a decrease, and so does

for timeperiod=1 across treatment and control 3. However, the

comparison within timeperiod=1 across treatment and control 2

groups shows an increase. Which is the valid effect? Our endoge-

nous choice of control based comparison - within timeperiod=1

and across treatment and control 1 groups - confirms the decreased

effect and shows it is substantial. In timeperiod=1, control 3 shows

that both metrics decrease in the treatment group, a finding which

is consistent with that of the endogenously chosen control 1. In

summary, the conventional comparison method may give ambigu-

ous answers in some cases (e.g., TimeSpent), and in other cases

underestimate the effect size. Our method provides answer that

is consistent across metrics, confirms the effect is a decrease, and

furthermore shows that the effect size is more substantial than what

Table 2: Real Life Data - Aggregate level model for Visitors

Visitors
Method3

linear neg. bin.
Intercept 379.69** 5.92**
timeperiod 129.16** 0.43**
Grouptype 46.68** 0.13**
dummy 1 -267.12** -1.16**
dummy 2 13.81 0.03
weekend -123.11** -0.44**
t:g -174.82** -0.55**
AIC 5896.92 5730.64
BIC 5930.31 5764.03
Significance codes: ∗ < 0.05, ∗∗ < 0.01

the conventional method shows. Hence, the true magnitude of this

adverse effect should concern the publisher.

4.2.2 Model based evidence. A�er showing that the proposed

model improves upon existing comparisons in measuring true ef-

fectiveness, we demonstrate that our approach to recognize hetero-

geneity among visitors is valuable. Recall that we posited cluster

characteristics may reflect ad blocking tendencies which impacts

measure of true effectiveness. For space constraints, we consider

only a single outcome metric, Visitors (number of unique visitors),

a first-among-equal metric for publishers. �e aggregate analysis

shows that the Negative Binomial outperforms the linear model

(AIC / BIC: 5730 / 5764 and 5897 / 5930, respectively). �e real life

data validate the Negative Binomial model’s use, consistent with

the synthetic data.

Going forward, for the sake of brevity, the results presented

will be for the Negative Binomial model only. We find that [Table

2] there is a decrease in visitors (−0.12 = 0.43 − 0.55) in (t0, t+]

relative to the baseline period [t−, t0) and a decrease (−0.42 =

0.13−0.55) compared to the outcome metrics in the algorithmically

selected baseline period (t0 − t , t+ − t]. However, the measure of

true effectiveness, as depicted in the interaction term is −0.55. �at

is, the magnitude of the decrease in visitors, as a consequence of

the anti-ad blocking strategy, is actually more pronounced than

what either of the naive comparisons suggests.

We now analyze at the level of clusters. �is is important since

aggregate level analysis can cover up for cluster level differences.

As confirmation, the results [Table 3] for cluster 4 show a non-

significant true effectiveness (β = 0.11,p = 0.23). �e other five

clusters depict significantly negative true effectiveness which varies

2timeperiod:grouptype
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Table 3: Real Life Data - Cluster level model for Visitors

Visitors Cluster1 Cluster2 Cluster3 Cluster4 Cluster5 Cluster6
Intercept 5.09** 4.80** 5.21** 3.10** 2.62** 3.61**
timeperiod 0.46** 0.49** 0.44** 0.07 0.50** 0.27**
grouptype 0.25** 0.17** 0.19** -0.20** -0.16** 0.02
dummy 1 -1.22** -1.18** -1.21** -0.81** -1.17** -1.04**
dummy 2 -0.05 0.05 -0.05 0.24** 0.05 0.21**
weekend -0.43** -0.45** -0.40** -0.44** -0.31** -0.56**
t:g -0.59** -0.66** -0.56** 0.11 -0.54** -0.40**
Significance codes: ∗ < 0.05, ∗∗ < 0.01

Table 4: Cluster Details

Visitors Visits End of Article Viewed 5
(%) of total (%) of total Reached (%) Pages (%)

Cluster1 32.44 32.41 8.45 0.35
Cluster2 22.51 22.24 90.22 0.04
Cluster3 34.69 34.63 11.47 0
Cluster4 2.18 2.15 92.72 29.17
Cluster5 1.94 1.90 56.52 0.56
Cluster6 6.24 6.66 26.57 1.56

from−0.39 to−0.66. �ese are different from the aggregate measure

of −0.55.

4.3 Cluster properties - Real Life Data

In the absence of data to directly evaluate our method, we resort

to an indirect evaluation. We relate cluster properties to the true

effectiveness estimates. Table 4 shows that Cluster 4 stands out from

others in its engagement with the publishers, as measured by the

metric Viewed 5 Pages (29.17%). It is expected that this cluster will

show the least effect from anti-ad blocking. �e Table 3 finds the

true effectiveness parameter for this cluster to be non-significant

(β = 0.11,p = 0.23), corroborating that this cluster is least impacted

by the treatment Z. �e next highest on engagement Viewed 5

pages (1.56%) is cluster 6, which has a significant negative effect

(β = −0.40,p < 0.01), but which is an appreciably smaller effect

in magnitude from those of the effectiveness parameter estimates

for the Clusters 1, 2, 3 and 5. While we do not have the ability

to do an actual evaluation on the publisher’s data, these provide

indirect evidence of the validity of our approach: that endogenous

time-period selection along with cluster level analyses ma�er and

our clustering provides meaningful results.

5 CONCLUSION

In this application, we propose a method to quantify the true ef-

fect of an anti-ad blocking strategy implemented by a publisher.

We show the method produces more accurate estimates of the

true effectiveness of strategy implementation. For mitigation of

ad blocking, the technology proposed can become useful for pub-

lishers because proper measurement is a necessity for managing

a phenomenon. We find that the true effectiveness is on average

substantially more negative than what the conventional measure-

ments show. Importantly, we present a new method that identifies

heterogeneity among visitors and then for each segment of visitors

endogenously selects the proper control group going back in time.

�e data show how segment heterogeneity manifests in differences

in effectiveness of anti-ad blocking actions of publishers. While we

do not have an answer to prevent ad blocking, we provide a tool

that can show how to find segments that are likely to respond least

negatively to anti-ad blocking. Provided appropriate data are avail-

able (e.g., from controlled testing) it should be possible to perform

a direct evaluation of our proposed approach, a goal we have for

the future.
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